
TRANSFER ANDENTREPRENEUR CENTRE

Fair registration

For your registration / inquiry please complete the form below. After receiving your registration / request
you will receive further information from us.

Family name

Given name

Your institution

Deparment / Chair/ Faculty

Your number

EMail-Address

We are interested in the below mentioned fairs in the framework of the participation of the
University of Magdeburg at the joint stand „Research for the future“ as an exhibitor.

2020

 IGW Berlin (17.-26.01.2020)  DIDACTA Stuttgart (24.-28.03.2020)

 TWENTY2X Hannover (17.-19.03.2020)  LogiMAT Stuttgart (10.-12.03.2020)
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 embeddedworld (25.-27.02.2020)  ANALYTICA München (31.03.-03.04.2020)

 Hannover Messe (20.-24.04.2020)  IFAT München (04.-08.05.2020)

 Rapid.Tech+FabCon 3.D Erfurt ( Juni 2020)  Sensor+Test Nürnberg (23.-25.06.2020)

 Interschutz Hannover ( 15.-20.06.2020)  SurfaceTechnology GERMANY Stuttgart
(16.-18.06.2020)

 gamescom Köln (August 2020)  Composites Europe Stuttgart (September 2020)

 IFA Berlin (September 2020)  iENA mit START Messe Nürnberg (Oktober 2020)

 FAKUMA Friedrichshafen (13.-17.10.2020)  EuroBlech Hannover (27.-20.10.2020)

 SPS Nürnberg (November 2020)  VISION Stuttgart (10.-12.11.2020)

 Medica Düsseldorf (16.-19.11.2020)  Buchmesse Leipzig (12.-15.03.2020)

2021

 Hannover Messe (12.-16.04.2021)  ACHEMA Frankfurt/Main (14.-18.06.2021)

The fairs presented represent a selection lost, which was developed as part of the joint project
"Research for the future", by the participating institutions from Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and
Thuringia and which is based on the profile of the universities and universities of applied
sciences of the feredal states. A joint participation will happen, when there are enough interested
parties from the federal states and if there are enough personnel capacities. 

In addition , participation in the following trade fairs would be interesting to us: 

Your message to us:
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 Constent to the privacy policy

  reload captcha

Contact

Information portals/ fairs team leader Research and transfer fairs

Michael Kauert

Tel.: +49 391 67-58711

Fax: +49 391 67-42111

michael.kauert@ovgu.de

Current news
Research and transfer fairs 2020 - Participation options at OVGU booths

21.05.2019
Farewell to Dr.-Ing. Sylvia Springer

more...
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Messeprogramm

Aktuelle und geplante Messebeteiligungen
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